THE DORCHESTER’S VESPER BAR PARTNERS WITH BRUJAS BAR, MEXICO CITY, FOR DÍA DE LOS MUERTOS

London, October 4, 2023 — The Dorchester’s Vesper Bar is partnering with Brujas Bar in Mexico for an exclusive one night only Día de los Muertos event. The evening will see the two talented, female-led, bar teams come together to create a memorable evening of delicious cocktails and celebration, taking place on Thursday November 2, 2023. Vesper Bar’s bar manager Lucia Montanelli will join forces with Brujas’ Bianca Bertoli for the night, sponsored by Tequila Enemigo.

Día de los Muertos, or Day of the Dead, is a joyous Mexican holiday celebrating the deceased and remembering their lives, for the one day a year the heavens are said to be open. For the special occasion, Brujas’ Bianca Bertoli will be travelling from Mexico to join the team at Vesper Bar, marking Brujas’ first ever pop-up event in Europe. The Mexican-themed ticketed event will be open to the public, allowing guests to experience the fusion of some of the world’s best bar teams.
Brujas is named after the bar’s Mexico City location, Roma Norte’s famous Casa de las Brujas, or House of the Witches. The bar’s female-led team, or ‘coven’ of outstanding mixologists are amongst the finest in the world, with the Brujas ranking at number 64 on World’s 50 Best Bars. Many of the cocktails are inspired by an array of formidable women, placing a great emphasis on Mexican herbalism. The event itself will see exclusive cocktails created from the joint minds of Montanelli and Bertoli, both powerhouses in the mixology field.

Tequila Enemigo was born out of difference, not conformity, and a relentless focus on quality. To date, Tequila Enemigo has received 60 awards across three continents, including 15 Double Gold accolades and five Tequila of the Year awards. Made from the finest Blue Weber Agave and filtered mineral-rich water of the Volcán de Tequila, then aged in custom, handmade American oak barrels, Tequila Enemigo showcases a flavour profile unlike any other. Tequila Enemigo’s award-winning expressions include the Añejo Cristalino 89 and Extra Añejo 00, which walk the line between tradition and rebellion, giving the sipper a unique and meaningful experience.

These unique cocktails are to be sipped in the gilded setting of The Dorchester’s recently launched Vesper Bar, designed by legendary designer Martin Brudnizki, featuring soft velvet interiors and a Palladium leaf ceiling. Alongside the bar team, there will be a DJ on hand to bring the evening of Día de los Muertos into the night.

The exclusive event will take place on 2nd November 2023 at 7pm with tickets costing £45, including one tequila-based cocktail. Tickets can be purchased at [http://sevn.ly/x2y11o7C](http://sevn.ly/x2y11o7C)
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THE DORCHESTER

Standing tall in Mayfair, The Dorchester is a magnificent London landmark and a destination in itself. Here – within London’s vibrant spirit – the worldly and the curious feel at home.

Since 1931, The Dorchester has stood tall amongst the world’s most recognised and acclaimed hotels. Perfectly situated in the heart of Mayfair, with one of London’s finest parks on the doorstep, The Dorchester is the legendary address where sophistication and inspiration thrive. For here we celebrate a culture of bold discovery with our incredible guests – in everything from the beautifully refined and spacious rooms and suites to the exceptional dining destinations ranging from three Michelin-star Alain Ducasse to China Tang, The Grill by Tom Booton and, of course, our legendary afternoon tea. Topped off with a spa of serene luxury, and elegant event spaces to suit every occasion, The Dorchester’s remarkable legacy awaits.

Follow The Dorchester: [INSTAGRAM](https://www.instagram.com) - [FACEBOOK](https://www.facebook.com) - [TWITTER](https://twitter.com) - [PINTEREST](https://www.pinterest.com) - [TIKTOK](https://www.tiktok.com) - [#TheDorch](https://www.thedorch.com) - [#DCmoments](https://www.dcmoments.com)
Dorchester Collection is a portfolio of the world’s foremost luxury hotels and residences. The unique properties are all legendary in their own right, with rich heritages and worldwide reputations as places offering the most sought-after experiences of good living, charm, elegance, and unparalleled standards of service.

The current portfolio includes the following hotels:

**THE DORCHESTER LONDON, 45 PARK LANE LONDON, COWORTH PARK ASCOT**
**LE MEURICE PARIS, HOTEL PLAZA ATHÉNÉE PARIS, HOTEL PRINCIPE DI SAVOIA MILAN, HOTEL EDEN ROME**
**THE BEVERLY HILLS HOTEL BEVERLY HILLS, HOTEL BEL-AIR LOS ANGELES, THE LANA DUBAI (opening 2023), TOKYO (opening 2028)**

Luxury residences include:

**MAYFAIR PARK RESIDENCES LONDON, ONE AT PALM JUMEIRAH DUBAI**
**THE LANA RESIDENCES DUBAI, AVA AT PALM JUMEIRAH DUBAI, ORLA DUBAI**